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“Speaking Effectively Into Each Other’s Lives”

-DEBORAH-
Judges 4:1-10

Because of their rebelliousness, the people of Israel were under the cruel domination of a
Canaanite king called Jabin. This desperate situation brought Israel to its senses. The people
cried out to God, and He called two people to lead the nation to liberate them, Deborah and
Barak (Judges 4:4; 4:6). Barak, who was supposed to be the general leading Israel against
Jabin, was a reluctant leader. In fact, it seems he only showed up because Deborah  put
pressure on him to fulfil his duty. From all indications, had it not been for Deborah, Barak
would have been a failure, and Israel  would have been dragged down even further. For
Barak, Deborah was the right voice at the right time. 

Deborah models the type of person we all  need in our lives. We may not always
want such a person, but if we wish to reach our full potential, we need a Deborah to speak
clearly and decisively into our situation. To Barak’s credit, he allowed this to happen. 

We should also point out that  we need to be  willing to  be such a person in other
people’s lives as well. So, looking at Deborah’s actions, w  hat must we do if we’re going to
speak effectively into each other’s lives?

1. We must model encouragement 
® How did Deborah’s role as an encourager make a difference in Barak’s life? Judges 4:6-7;

4:8; 4:14-15.
® What can we learn from 1 Thessalonians 5:11 and Hebrews 3:13 about receiving and 

giving encouragement?

2. We must embody faith
® Barak needed Deborah’s faith in God’s unseen power, He needed to be reminded of 

something God had promised earlier: Judges 4:7. What might have happened if Deborah
had not strengthened Barak?

® Can you give an example of someone who encouraged your weak faith?

3. We must practice caring confrontation
® In Judges 4:6, what is Deborah saying in essence to Barak? What was her motive? 
® Why is it so difficult for us to face people with their wrongdoing, or to allow others to do

so with us (although there is ample biblical precedent for it, e.g. Matthew 15:18; 
Proverbs 28:23)?

4. We must exemplify joyous gratitude
® Deborah did  not  say  that  Jabin’s  army was  defeated  because she went  with  Barak.

Judges 5:3-5. Neither did she say that victory was achieved because of anything special
that Barak did. Judges 4:15. What can we learn from Deborah that can help us live out
Psalm 116:12-14 with one another?


